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Knowledge-Based System Integration
in a Concurrent Engineering Environment*

M. Sobolewski

Concurrent Engineering Research Center, West Virginia University, Morgantown 26506
E-Mail: sobol@cerc.wvu.wvnet.edu

Abstract. The systematic integration of humans with the tools, resources, and
information assets of an organization is fundamental to concurrent engineering
(CE). In an integrated environment, all entities must first be connected, and they
then must work cooperatively. Services that support “concurrency”  through
communication, team coordination, information sharing, and integration  in
an interactive and formerly serial product development process provide the
foundation for a CE environment. Product developers working concurrently in
their application domains need “built-in” tools and “operated-in” tools in a
computer-aided CE environment. The latter group of tools evolves over time and
requires continuous extensions and changes since each next product development
is either new or an improvement of the previous one. Product developers need a
CE programming environment in which they can build programs from other
developed programs, built-in tools, and knowledge bases describing how to
perform a complex design process. This paper describes a type of system
integration provided by means of a knowledge-based environment that
encompasses programs, CAx tools, and knowledge bases. The presented approach
is illustrated by selected examples.

1 Introduction

System integration, many consider, is an ill-structured problem (the term ill-structured
problem is used here to denote a problem that does not have an explicit, clearly defined
algorithmic solution). No specific rules have to be followed when doing integration;
integration depends totally upon the environment to be integrated. Experienced
designers deal with system integration using judgement and experience. Knowledge-
based programming technology offers a methodology to tackle these ill-structured
integration and design problems. The Concurrent Engineering Center (CERC) has
developed such an environment, called DICEtalk (Sobolewski, 1990a,b, 1991a,b,c,
Kulpa and Sobolewski, 1992).

DICEtalk is a knowledge-based development system developed for the DARPA
Initiative in Concurrent Engineering (DICE), implemented in Smalltalk object-
oriented environment as an implementation tool for engineering design, modeling
systems, and system integration (Goldberg and Robson 1989). It includes a knowledge
definition and problem solving apparatus together with a set of state-of-the-art user
interface tools. It is capable of handling multiple interacting hierarchical knowledge

*This work has been sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), under Grant No. MDA972-91-J-1022 for the DARPA Initiative in Concurrent
Engineering (DICE).
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bases and integrating external (foreign) programs with the knowledge base mechanism.
It also supports natural language knowledge definition, fully menu-driven user
interaction, and graphical data presentation. More than 20 knowledge-based
engineering tasks were experimentally implemented using the system and integrated
into a design process model (Padhy & Dwivedi, 1990; Padhy, 1990; Sobolewski,
1990b, 1991a,c; Saidi, 1991; Benner 1991; Chung 1992).

If we assume that everyone in the product development cycle will make the best
decision from the overall life-cycle viewpoint, if they are given appropriate advice at
the right time, then we can attempt to design a set of knowledge-based systems to
provide such advice. The knowledge-based integration framework requires the capture
of expert knowledge and analytical tools to build the knowledge-based environment,
which will support each of product developers involved in new product design,
development, prototype, and manufacture. Properly integrated knowledge-based
systems provide many substantive benefits, including an intuitive interaction
paradigm, transparent access and invocation of tools integrated, the capability to share
relevant data among tools and services, and the capability to combine tools’
capabilities to provide for compound transactions.

We now briefly review some terminology. If a particular set of facts is known
about the world, then this factual (declarative) knowledge can be increased if various
rules (norms) are known. Factual knowledge may be derived using both observed facts
and derived facts through a justified mode of inference. In this simple characterization,
the term declarative knowledge base is taken to mean the collection of all facts of the
world (domain), and the term inference engine refers to programs that reason with
(execute) that declarative knowledge base. An inference engine derives facts (output
facts — conclusions, and intermediate facts — findings) from other facts, which
include rules, assumptions, user answers, findings, etc. A collection of programs and
subroutines needed to compute new facts and conclusions, or used during the execution
of a declarative knowledge base by a procedural attachment mechanism, forms a
procedural knowledge base. This procedural attachment mechanism can provide
graphics, windows, animation, dictionary lookup, or file I/O. Both the declarative
knowledge base and the procedural knowledge base are referred to as a global
knowledge base, or simply a knowledge base. A knowledge base requires an inference
method and fact and goal representations. In knowledge-based systems, these two parts
constitute a knowledge representation paradigm.

In the rest of this paper we describe the DICEtalk representation scheme,
which involves several language levels. We also delve into the problem solving
aspects supporting system integration. An object-oriented problem solving scheme is
based on a “dispatching-managing” model. Finally, we discuss specific examples.

2 DICEtalk Knowledge Representation Scheme

In DICEtalk, a knowledge description scheme is based on a surface language, an
intermediate language, and a deep language, with the internal languages hidden from
the user (Sobolewski, 1987, 1989a, 1989b, 1991b). The surface language sentences
appear as simplified English sentences that allow engineers to create knowledge bases
and metaknowledge bases naturally, without requiring them to learn specialized data
description and manipulation languages. The expressions of intermediate language are
logical formulas of the formalized percept language for describing percepts and
metapercepts (Sobolewski, 1989b, 1991b). In this case, language primitives of surface
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sentences and percept formulas are the same, i.e., a subject of a sentence and its
complements, which allow the conversion of natural sentences into percept formulas
to be easier and more natural. The deep language is Smalltalk-80 used for
implementing structured objects that represent logical (percept and metapercept)
formulas at a computer level (Goldberg and Robson, 1989).

The knowledge description language SPDL (Surface Percept Description
Language) is used to express declarative (factual) knowledge and metaknowledge bases,
as well as goal knowledge bases, whereas the programming language Smalltalk-80  is
dedicated to representing procedural knowledge bases. SPDL is defined by 44 EBNF
(Extended Backus-Naur Form) rules. In order to give a general idea of what SPDL is,
we list below 12 basic SPDL rules:

1 sentence = assumption | rule | goal | initData | question.
2 assumption = [entry] clause.
3 goal = [entry] clause.
4 rule = [entry] “IF” clause “THEN” clause.
7 clause = [[“not”] subject] complements.
8 subject = path term “:” | inputVariableConstant path “:”.
9 path = attributeName {attributeName | variableName}.
10 complements = complement {(“,” | “and” | “or”) complement}.
11 complement = path (“is” | “are” | “=”) term [definiteness] |

path [“not”] decisionAttributeName [definiteness] |
outputVariableConstant [“is” | “are” | “=”] path |
(“if” | “whether”) decisionAttributeName inversePath |
“no” attribute | “has” attribute | predicate.

14 term = literal {(“and” | “or”) literal} | number | interval | point | vector |
 date | time | multivalue | “[” SmalltalkExpression “]”.

15 literal = [“not”] (valueName | variableName).
17 predicate = “[” booleanExpression “]” |

“[” SmalltalkExpression “for” variableName “]”.

These rules explain the declarative and procedural knowledge-base integration that is
based on expressions included in brackets in Rules 14 and 17. Generally speaking, a
clause is a description of an entity in terms of subjects and complements, as in natural
sentences. Subjects represent main qualities and quantities, whereas complements
represent complementary qualities and quantities. Qualities are expressed by paths —
sequences of attributes, and quantities by values, i.e., numbers, intervals, points,
names, etc. The following example describes the boring machine HBM2:

boring machine HBM2:
table area is 1000,
surface finish is 63,
tolerance is 0.01

where each quality is expressed by a sequence of two attributes or one, the main
quantity is a name, and complementary quantities are numbers. Logical connectives
(and, or, and not) are allowed to build compound complements and values, including
variables. When a subject is omitted in a clause, it means that it is understood.

SmalltalkExpression stands for any sequence of statements (expression series) of
the Smalltalk language, possibly with variables, including the special variable “kb”,
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which represents the current knowledge base of the DICEtalk system (a knowledge
base is an instance of class KnowledgeBase or its subclass); booleanExpression
denotes SmalltalkExpression which evaluates to true or false (boolean objects). These
two forms of Smalltalk expressions provide a procedural attachment mechanism. This
mechanism is especially essential to engineering design tasks, in which many pieces
are given in the form of formulas and calculations, and are most effectively carried out
by appropriate procedures or external programs.

3 Problem-Solving

A problem-solving model is a scheme for organizing reasoning steps and domain
knowledge to construct a solution to a problem. The central issue of problem-solving
deals with the question: What pieces of knowledge should be applied, and where and
how should they be applied? A problem solving model provides both a conceptual
framework for organizing knowledge and a strategy for applying that knowledge. The
DICEtalk problem-solving model is object-oriented and based on a dispatch-managing
problem-solving model. We can view such a dispatch-managing model as a natural
study of how a group of individual solvers can combine to solve a goal (problem).
The presented approach is to split the goal into simpler tasks and to solve each of
these tasks by a dispatch-managing module (DM module). A dispatch-managing
module consists of a task dispatcher and its manager. We suppose that tasks are not
independent, i.e., they interrelate in some way.

The dispatch-managing model deals with problem-solving by separating a goal
into a hierarchical structure of subordinate tasks solved by DM modules. A dispatch-
managing architecture of the problem-solving engine consists thus of five basic
components:

1. The knowledge (five panels):
The main repository of goals, facts, procedures, and control advices.

2. The supervisor  (master panel):
The master DM module deals with solving the user defined goal. It creates the top
DM module and controls a DM network activity.

3. The DM network  (dispatcher and manager panels):
The problem-solving tasks are organized into the hierarchical structure related to
the current state of goal-solving. Each local DM module deals with local task-
solving, according to its local control strategy and a local knowledge-base taken
as a subtask perspective of the knowledge base. Managers of local DM modules
are responsible to their dispatchers for local strategy. Managers decide what
actions to take next for their dispatchers. Communication and interaction among
parent DM modules and their child modules take place through their dispatchers.

4. The working memory  (data panel):
Subtasks are created by dispatchers and are scheduled to be solved by their
managers according to control advices. DM modules produce changes in the
working memory that lead incrementally to a global solution as a unification of
all local solutions. Parameters are user-defined characteristics evaluated by
dispatchers and then used as arguments of procedure calls.

5. The results (inference panel):
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Problem solving results (answers, findings, and conclusions) are created by the
supervisor and dispatchers and can be transferred to other knowledge bases as the
part of their descriptive panels for distributed problem solving.

These five components form a DICEtalk global knowledge base implemented by the
highly structured class GlobalKnowledgeBase. An instance of this class can be
considered a kind of object-oriented distributed blackboard (Jagannathan, 1989).
DICEtalk can contain many concurrent global knowledge bases during complex
cooperative problem solving, as shown in Figure 1. All DICEtalk agents have the
same structure and can request and provide services to and from each other (peer-to-peer
processing). A superagent is an agent that may create and delete its agents.

(          control flow;                data  flow )

goal panel

descriptive panel

normative panel

procedural panel

metaknowlede
panel

master panel

dispatcher
panel

manager
panel

data panel

inference
panel

Superagent

DICEtalk
Agent

Agents

DICEtalk
Agent

DICEtalk
Agent

Figure 1. A conceptual view of DICEtalk peer-to-peer processing

The DICEtalk object-oriented framework of the presented model is implemented by
three types of dispatchers: atomic-dispatcher, and-dispatcher, and or-dispatcher; and
three types of managers: task-manager, rule-forward-manager, and rule-backward-
manager. The problem-solving engine introduces an architecture that treats a
declarative and a procedural knowledge base as one active object. Fundamental to this
object-oriented integration is the notion of a DICEtalk knowledge base as an instance
of a class created when a user defines a new knowledge-based application. This new
class, say SubKnowledgeBase, is a subclass of the predefined KnowledgeBase
class. Facts and goals of a declarative knowledge base are stored in instance variables
of the KnowledgeBase class, whereas instance variables and user defined methods of
the SubKnowledgeBase class form a procedural knowledge base. Thus, this
procedural knowledge base inherits a declarative knowledge base from its superclass
KnowledgeBase. Procedures defined as methods of the procedural knowledge base
can be called by the inference engine when tasks to be solved contain messages sent to
kb, the current DICEtalk knowledge base.
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4 Knowledge-Based System Integration

The following three knowledge-based applications show how declarative and procedural
knowledge can be integrated within a single knowledge base and within an integrated
system consisting of other developed programs, built-in tools, and knowledge bases
describing how to perform a real, complex design process. This three include:

1. The Printed Wiring Board Manufacturability Advisor (PWBMA) (Padhy &
Dwivedi, 1990),

2. The Turbine Blade Fabrication Cost Advisor (Saidi, 1990), and
3. The Process Modeling Knowledge-Based System (a Process Modeling Project at

CERC, Sobolewski).

The open DICEtalk integration framework is illustrated in Figure 2. This framework
is based on three fundamental properties: homogeneity of knowledge-based
interactions, information exchange, and extensibility.

- Procedural knowledge layer (knowledge wrapper)
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Figure 2. The DICEtalk open system framework

4 . 1 Printed Wiring Board Manufacturability Advisor

The tasks in PWBMA are organized into a hierarchical structure. The main goal of the
system is to evaluate mfg index. The following rule used in backward reasoning
shows the structure of the main goal in terms of its tasks:

IF
border index is x1

and manufacturing index is x2
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and process index is x3
and [kb mfgIndex for y]

THEN
mfg index is y

ast1: parameter is Iborder, ast2: parameter is Imanufacturing , ast3: parameter is
Iprocess

where Iborder, Imanufacturing, and Iprocess are user-defined parameters (for antecedent
subtasks denoted by ast with indices) for border index is x1, manufacturing index is
x2, and process index is x3,  respectively. When this rule is used in backward
direction, and the tasks ast1, ast2, and ast3 are solved, then their dispatchers assign
values of variables x1, x2, and x3 to the parameters Iborder, Imanufacturing, and
Iprocess, respectively. Now, these values can also be used in the procedural knowledge
base as pool variables in methods of the current knowlege-base class. Therefore, when
the last antecedent task [kb mfgIndex for y] is executed, the message mfgIndex is sent
to kb, the current knowledge base invoking execution of the corresponding Smalltalk
method. Within this method, the parameters Iborder, Imanufacturing, and Iprocess
defined above in the declarative knowledge base can be accessed as Smalltalk pool
variables instantiated by the inference engine:

mfgIndex
^(Iborder value + Imanufacturing value + Iprocess value) / 3

The result of the message is then used as the value substituted for the variable y, and
the inference engine returns the task mfg index is y  appropriately instantiated as a
conclusion.

Tasks in PWBMA consist of other compound or elementary subtasks. At the
bottom of the task hierarchy, elementary tasks are solved by rules, such as the
following one for the task border index:

IF
board border allowance is x1

and [x1 < 1.0]
and [kb comment: ‘the border allowance should be 1 inch’]

THEN
border index is D

The attribute index takes values A, B, C, and D  interpreted in the procedural
knowledge base as numbers 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. In the above rule, the
antecedent second task ([x1 < 1.0]) and the third task ([kb comment: ‘the border
allowance should be 1 inch’]) are performed as procedural tasks performed by the
Smalltalk compiler called by the dispatchers for these tasks.

4 . 2 Turbine Blade Fabrication Cost Advisor

Consider the following rule in the Turbine Blade Fabrication Cost Advisor:

IF
cluster blade number is x1

and pattern assembly time is x2
and cluster dress time is x3
and cluster inspection time is x4
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and [kb kpp for y]
THEN

pattern wax cost is y

ast1: parameter is Ncb, ast2: parameter is Tpa, ast3: parameter is Tcd, ast4: parameter
is Tci

where Ncb, Tpa, Tcd, Tci are user defined parameters for cluster blade number is x1,
pattern assembly time is x2, cluster dress time is x3, and cluster inspection time is
x4, respectively. Again, when this rule is used in backward direction and the tasks
ast1, ast2, ast3, and ast4 are proved, then the inference engine assigns the values of
variables x1, x2, x3, and x4 to parameters Ncb, Tpa, Tcd, and Tci, respectively. Next,
when the task [kb kpp for y] is executed, then kpp is sent to the current knowledge
base. The result of that message is used as the value substituted for the variable y, and
then the inference engine returns the task cost wax pattern preparation is y,
appropriately instantiated as a finding. The message kpp is implemented as the
following Smalltalk method:

kpp

| kppCost  |

kppCost := 1 | Ncb value * (Rpl value + Tpa value + Tcd value + Tci value) 
* kc1Cost + kpCost.

tbfCost := tbfCost + kppCost.

^kppCost asFloat

where tbfCost, kc1Cost and kpCost  are instance variables (for other costs) in the
procedural knowledge base, and Ncb, Rpl, Tpa, Tcd, and Tci are parameters defined
above in the declarative knowledge base for the rule and treated as Smalltalk pool
variables in the procedural knowledge base and therefore in the method kpp.

As the above two examples illustrate, the presented scheme of declarative and
procedural knowledge representation is based on the following mechanisms:

1. Transfer of data from the inference engine to the procedural knowledge-base via
user defined parameters associated with antecedent tasks in rules.

2. Procedure calls by the inference engine to execute tasks in the form
[booleanExpression]. If the variable kb appears in booleanExpression, it means
that methods of the current procedural knowledge base are executed (SPDL Rule
17).

3. Transfer of data from the procedural knowledge base to the inference engine by
executing tasks in the form [SmalltalkExpression for variableName] (SPDL
Rule 17).

4 . 3 Process Modeling Knowledge-Based System

The DICEtalk distributed knowledge-based environment also is supported by the above
mechanisms. Consider a knowledge base machining in the Process Modeling
Knowledge-Based System that contains the following SPDL tasks, as well as a
knowledge base about these tasks:

1. Evaluating design modifications
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2. Evaluating machining costs for design features
3. Evaluating machining processes

Each of the tasks itself has an appropriate knowledge base. If the first task is selected
to be solved, then the following rule is to be fired:

IF
[kb solveWith: ‘\usr\kbs\design’]

THEN
design modifications is evaluated

and the task [kb solveWith:‘\usr\kbs\design’] is executed. The method solveWith: is
the standard DICEtalk method defined in the KnowledgeBase class as follows:

solveWith: aString
Switch to a global knowledge base with name aString and
open Problem Solving Browser on it. Close Problem Solving
Browser opened on the receiver’s global knowledge base.

The new DICEtalk agent for the knowledge base design  (to be formed in a disk
directory \usr\kbs) is created with the following tasks:

1. Specifying surface coordinates
2. Evaluating profile coordinates refinements
3. Specifying superimpose TRUCE code
4. Specifying cutter path TRUCE code

If the first task is selected to be solved, then the following rule is to be fired:

IF
[kb inputFile: ‘\usr\kbs\design’;

cd: ‘\usr\kbs\tools call: ‘tur’;
turOutput: ‘file2.dat’;
accumulate: #findings as: #assumptions]

THEN
surface coordinates are evaluated

and the four messages are sent to the current knowledge base. The methods cd:call: and
accumulate:as: are the standard DICEtalk methods defined in the KnowledgeBase
class as follows:

accumulate: inSymbol as: outSymbol
Add all elements of the current global knowledge-base
collection with the type inSymbol to the elements of the
next global knowledge-base collection with the type
outSymbol.

cd: aPath call: aString
Change directory to path name aPath and call a routine
aString there.

The two methods inputFile: and turOutput: form a kind of a DICEtalk wrapper for the
FORTRAN program named “tur” and are defined by the user as part of the procedural
knowledge base.
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5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a system integration based on a knowledge-based paradigm. A
knowledge base is treated as one active object consisting of both declarative and
procedural knowledge bases. During problem solving, data is exchanged bidirectionally
between declarative and procedural knowledge. The feasibility of using a knowledge-
based paradigm in developing systems and system integration for a CE environment
has been demonstrated. In the DICE (DARPA Initiative in Concurrent Engineering)
program, more than twenty knowledge-based engineering tasks were experimentally
implemented with the system: Duct connection (1), Flange connection (2), Material
fatigue (3), Disk forging (4), Robot assembly advisor (5), Turbine blade fabrication
cost advisor (6), Printed board manufacturability advisor (7), Printed board
assemblability advisor (8),  Assembly planning simulator (APS) (9), Design process
model (PROCESS) (10), Machining processes (11), Preliminary Design Evaluation
Module (PDEM) (12), Cost estimation for machining processes (13), Manufacturing
process planning (14), Machine operation advisor (15), Machine selection advisor
(16), Tool material type selection advisor (17), Tool material selection advisor (18),
Cutting fluid selection advisor (19), Knowledge-Based PARametric Finite Element
Modeler for aircraft engine blades (KB-PARFEM) (20), and Knowledge-based MODal
Finite Element Modeler (MODFEM) (21).

Task 10 integrates all the tasks into a design process model allowing designers to
navigate between relevant knowledge bases and engineering tools during problem
solving. Task 10 includes Task 11 as a subtask, which itself includes Tasks 12 and 14
as its subtasks. Task 12 integrates four FORTRAN programs, and Task 13 integrates
two FORTRAN programs within the DICEtalk knowledge bases. Tasks 15, 16, 17,
18, and 19 are implemented as knowledge bases integrated as subtasks within the
knowledge base of Task 14. Task 20 implements a knowledge base about finite
element mesh calculation (integrating here a bunch of external C programs and
Smalltalk methods) and then calls the tool I-DEAS to do the final finite element
analysis. Task 21 implements a knowledge base for geometric parameter selection,
substructuring selection, and finite element modeling/analysis (integrating here a
collection of external C programs and Smalltalk methods) and then calls I-DEAS to do
the final substracturing analysis.

The successful implementation of the experimental applications with DICEtalk
suggests the practical usability of the system. Applications were easy and fast to
implement, and the user interface and overall system functionality were well received
by the users. All the applications mentioned above have been integrated into a design
process model under one unifying umbrella to provide an intuitive, uniform model of
interactions.
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